
About Maternity Sessions 



Why Book?
For most of us, our bodies only experience the 
full bloom of pregnancy less than a handful of 
times. The everyday grind of this process can 
be exhausting, achey and sometimes           
overwhelming. Over the course of those 40ish 
weeks we can lose the excitemtent and forget 
the immense joy we had in the first flush of a 
new pregnancy. new pregnancy. 

We can get disillusioned by this journey and 
think we would rather forget it. Until years later 
when a hazy phone photo comes up in your 
facebook feed of your very pregnant self and 
you wish you had documented this special time 
more.

Celebrate 
                                        this phenomenal time in your life 
by booking a professional photoshoot. You will 
be professionally posed to accentuate your 
shape and take focus away from things you 
may worry about. Your images are fully           
retouched to ensure you look like the maternal 
goddess that you are. 



Make it
        natural

For your eyes    only What about Dad?
PhotographersPhotographers love creating 
scroll stopping artwork. It’s fun 
to make these bare belly, 
flowing chiffon style images, 
but just because that’s what 
we show doesnt mean that’s 
what you have to do. You 
don’tdon’t have to get naked. You 
don’t have to wear anything        
outrageous. Come to my     
private stuido in your jeans 
and a shape hugging shirt and 
we will document your shape 
in a natural and relaxed way 
that you feel comfortable. that you feel comfortable. 

InIn this digital age, people can 
get obsessed with taking 
photos for no other reason 
than simply sharing on social 
media. But you don’t have to 
do that. You dont have to 
show these photos to anyone. 
YouYou can keep them for just 
yourself and your baby,      
because one day that tiny 
baby will be a grown person 
and the image of you glowing 
and vibrant in pregnancy is 
one that will amaze them 
every time they see it. every time they see it. 

CaptureCapture not just your growing 
belly but the transcendent 
connection you have with 
your baby’s father too. This is 
a unique time in your          
relationship and it should be 
cherished as much as the 
oneone you have with your 
bump. Your relationship with 
your significant other is      
developing a newfound love 
and respect for each other, 
and the awe with which a 
man looks as his pregnant 
parter? Just... wow. parter? Just... wow. 



www.brisbanenewbornphotography.com.au

- Tash and Chris Jordan

I wasn’t going to do
 maternity photos
but I am so glad I did. 
We love our pregnancy photos 
more than we could have 
imagined and it made the 
nnewborn photos so 
much more relaxed too.


